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With the rapid development of smart cities, white light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are widely used in indoor lighting due to their
characteristics of energy-saving, long lifetimes, and low cost. At the same time, the high-frequency modulated LEDs allow visible
light to be used for indoor communications, positioning, and security. Visible light applications have many advantages, such as
avoiding electromagnetic interference, high communication speed, great privacy, and high-precise positioning. In this paper, we
will survey the application prospects and research results of visible light from scenarios such as high-speed communication,
privacy security, and navigation localization and focus on analyzing and discussing the challenges and development trends
encountered in visible light positioning.

1. Introduction

The rapid development of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) has
laid an excellent hardware foundation for wireless optical
communication [1, 2]. Visible light communication (VLC)
technology based on light-emitting diodes not only meets
daily lighting needs but also enables high-speed communica-
tion applications [3, 4]. Visible light communication has the
advantages of anti-interference, good confidentiality, and
abundant frequency band resources. This provides strong
support for the realization of indoor visible light positioning
(VLP) [5, 6] and visible light security (VLS) [7, 8]. Compared
with other indoor wireless technologies, visible light applica-
tions have the following advantages:

(1) “Green” technology: when the LED transmits the
data, the energy consumption of the LED is about
100mW. The energy efficiency is high.

(2) Anti-interference: the LED does not cause electro-
magnetic or radio interference.

(3) Long life: LED can maintain reliable lighting for up to
10 years.

(4) High cost-effectiveness: for visible light application
systems, the cost of LEDs and photodetectors is less
than $1. The system cost is low.

(5) Security: visible light cannot penetrate the building
wall, and the signals in adjacent units will not inter-
fere with each other, and the confidentiality is good.

With the development of science and technology, peo-
ple’s demand for location information is increasing. Cur-
rently, a lot of effort is being made to commercialize the
research effort conducted for visible light applications over
the past decade [9]. Positioning technology is an important
branch of visible light applications.

Positioning technology can be traced back to early ocean
navigation. For example, the maritime compass has been
used for long-distance navigation for thousands of years.
Modern positioning technology almost uses electronic sig-
nals from satellites or base stations to determine the object’s
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location information [10]. In recent decades, location-based
service (LBS) technology has become a part of people’s lives.
Location applications can provide users with their current
location information and intelligent navigation services,
which are greatly significant in real-life scenarios [11]. The
global positioning system (GPS) is the world’s most crucial
positioning technology. However, the GPS works poorly or
inaccurately in indoor spaces [12]. The building’s wall and
ceiling block the GPS signal transmission.

Therefore, many scholars have proposed a variety of
indoor positioning technologies, such as WiFi [13], radio fre-
quency identification (RFID) [14], ZigBee [15], Bluetooth
[16], ultra-wideband (UWB) [17], ultrasound [18], infrared
[19], and various technologies [20, 21]. Those technologies
can achieve indoor positioning at the centimeter to meter
level. However, they face the following problems:

(1) Wireless positioning technology is susceptible to
electromagnetic interference. The indoor complex
wireless environment may cause the frequency band
to overlap, and technologies such as WiFi, RFID,
and UWB are prone to mutual interference

(2) There is a balance problem between positioning
accuracy and positioning cost. When infrared and
ultrasonic technologies are used for positioning, the
positioning system can achieve centimeter-level
accuracy. However, a large number of professional
transmitters and receivers require high deployment
costs

These problems limit the broad application of the afore-
mentioned indoor positioning technology. More and more
researchers are exploring better indoor positioning
technology.

It is foreseeable that the novel visible light positioning
technology has great potential in the field of positioning,
which will encourage academia and industry to conduct in-
depth research [22, 23]. Table 1 compares various indoor
positioning technologies. From Table 1, we can see that visi-
ble light positioning technology and radio frequency posi-
tioning technology are almost the same in terms of cost and
power consumption, but the positioning accuracy is 2-20
times that of radio frequency technology. Similarly, the visi-
ble light positioning technology is almost the same as the
ultrasonic and ultra-wideband technology in terms of posi-
tioning accuracy, but the cost of the visible light positioning
technology is lower. In summary, the visible light positioning
technology has the advantages of high accuracy, low deploy-
ment cost, and extensive application scenarios. The LED-
based visible light positioning technology can satisfy the sys-
tem’s balance between positioning accuracy and deployment
cost.

In this paper, we first introduce visible light communica-
tion in Section 2. Then, we illustrate visible light positioning
and visible light security in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5, we
give classic visible light applications. We look forward to and
conclude the indoor visible light applications for communi-
cations, positioning, and security in Sections 5 and 6.

2. Visible Light Communication

With the booming development of LEDs in the lighting field,
LEDs have aroused extensive research interest among
scholars in smart indoor lighting, communication, and posi-
tioning aspects, due to the characteristic of low energy con-
sumption, green protection, rich spectrum resources, and
ubiquity. Visible light communication is a disruptive tech-
nology based on LEDs that offers a free spectrum and high
data rate, which can potentially serve as a complementary
technology to the current radio frequency standards.
Researchers from many countries have conducted detailed
research on visible light communication technology.

Japan is the pioneer in the field of visible light communi-
cation technology. In 2002, scholars from Keio University
proposed the idea of using indoor white LEDs for communi-
cation and building an access network [24]. Then, Keio Uni-
versity established the Visible Light Communication
Consortium (VLCC) with NEC, Matsushita Electric,
Toshiba, Casio, Sony, and South Korea’s Samsung Group
and other well-known electronics companies [25].

In the visible light communication system, the LED at the
transmitter can be switched between the “on” and “off” state at
the high frequency through the microcontroller. The “on” and
“off” switch state encodes transmitted data into visible light,
and high-frequency switches make the human eye unable to
perceive the change in brightness. The application of visible
light communication realizes not only high-speed communi-
cation but also meets normal indoor lighting [26, 27].

At present, visible light communication has the Gbps-
level data transmission capability in experimental tests, and
the 96Mbps transmission standard is defined in the IEEE
802.15.7 standard [28, 29]. Visible light communication can
be widely used in indoor high-speed internet access, military
security communication, underwater communication, and
other scenarios [30, 31].

In this paper, we focus on visible light positioning tech-
nology, which is the important application branch of visible
light communication.

3. Visible Light Positioning

In this section, we introduce the visible light positioning
principle and application.

Table 1: Indoor positioning technology comparison.

System
Accuracy

(m)
Deployment Cost

Power
consumption

WiFi 1-5 Medium Medium High

ZigBee 1-10 Low Medium Low

Bluetooth 1-5 High Low Low

Ultrasound 0.01-1 Low Medium Low

Infra-red 0.1-2 Low Medium Low

UWB 0.01-1 Low Medium Low

RFID 1-2 Medium Low Low

Visible 0.05-1 Low Low Low
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3.1. Visible Light Positioning Architecture. Visible light posi-
tioning is a promising solution for its reuse of lighting system
and decimeter accuracy. In environments such as indoor
offices, supermarkets, and corridors, the visible light posi-
tioning system model is a cube-shaped space, as shown in
Figure 1. In the model, several LEDs (transmitter) are
deployed on the ceiling as basic lighting facilities; photodi-
odes or cameras (light-sensing devices) are placed at a height
h above the ground as the receiver.

The transmitter uses the Cartesian coordinate system to
establish world coordinates in the room. Each LED has a
uniquely identified world coordinate. Similarly, each LED
transmits uniquely identified landmark information (modu-
lated signals or LED light characteristics) in the free space
optical channel.

The receiver uses the light-sensing device (camera or
photodiode) to receive the landmark information transmit-
ted by each LED. The system demodulates and decodes the
LED and finds the world coordinate for each LED. Then,
the receiver achieves the location information service by
adopting a suitable positioning algorithm.

3.2. Visible Light Positioning Implementation. We give the
specific implementation principle of the visible light posi-
tioning system, as shown in Figure 2.

Step 1. When we build the visible light positioning system,
the LED on the ceiling needs to transmit the landmark infor-
mation. The landmark is the binary sequence transmitted by
the microcontroller. The landmark forms the high-level and
low-level voltage through the LED drive circuit and then
transmits a light intensity signal through the fast on-off
switch. Usually, the landmark information has more than
30 bits, which includes the following parts: (1) preamble—it
is convenient for the receiver to receive the header of the data
packet; (2) the transmitting sequence—it represents the
world coordinate of the LED at the transmitter; (3) error cor-
rection code—it is used for information verification; and (4)
the end of the packet. Many indoor positioning systems
involve two or more LEDs in a room, which means that the
receiver needs to receive the landmark information from
multiple transmitters at the same time. When the positioning
system uses the photodiode as the receiver, it needs to use
multiplexing protocols, for example, frequency division mul-
tiplexing (FDM) [32], time division multiplexing (TDM)
[33], and other protocols to avoid conflicts between different
landmark signals.

Step 2. In the positioning process, in order to ensure the effec-
tive transmission of the landmark, the visible light channel is
supposed to include a line of sight (LOS) path from the LED
to the receiver. The LOS signal received by the receiver is sta-
ble, and the landmark recognition rate is high. For transmis-
sion over a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) path, the quality of the
received landmark signal can seriously affect system perfor-
mance. Gu et al. [23] placed some obstacles on the test bench
to block the line-of-sight propagation path. The results show
that the system positioning error is 14.8 cm under LOS prop-

agation and 22 cm under NOS propagation. It illustrates that
the NLOS path will affect the system positioning accuracy.

Step 3. The positioning system is to estimate the receiver
location by positioning algorithms.When the receiver detects
the landmark signal, the system measures the light character-
istics, for example, received signal strength (RSS) [34], time
of arrival (TOA) [35], or angle of arrival (AOA) [36]. Then,
the positioning system inputs certain characteristics into
the positioning module. Similar to other indoor positioning
technologies, the receiver calculates the position of the object
by combining the light characteristics with fingerprint library
comparison, triangulation/trilateral measurement, or image
processing algorithms [37, 38]. In addition, when the posi-
tioning system receives the landmark signal, the transmission
channel has the light noise, the positioning system needs to
take some filtering measures to decrease the impact of noise
on the positioning accuracy, and the filtering methods
include Kalman filtering and Particle filtering. The light char-
acteristic and the positioning algorithm often used in the vis-
ible light positioning system are shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Visible Light Positioning Security

3.3.1. Navigation. Visible light positioning technology sup-
ports indoor navigation, for example, in large shopping
malls, museums, underground parking garages, and other
places. The applications (APPs) provided by smartphones
can guide users to their destinations. In addition, visible light
positioning systems can also be used in airports and railway
stations, because these scenes are usually very crowded. With
the help of the visible light positioning system, passengers
can quickly make the correct route to the entrances and exits
of the train/bus station, toilets, and shops [39, 40].

3.3.2. Tracking. Visible light positioning technology can be
used to track objects such as people, devices, robots, and ges-
tures in indoor environments. Visible light positioning
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Figure 1: Visible light positioning system model.
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systems can track luggage in real-time at airports and
patients, medical wheelchairs, or any other medical device
in healthcare institutions. In addition, the visible light posi-
tioning system can also be used for interactive human-
computer interfaces, such as finger tracking through the vir-
tual keyboard on the desktop or gesture recognition in the
room [41, 42].

3.3.3. Security. Visible light positioning technology can pro-
vide passive indoor positioning services. This technology
can be used to detect and track intruders in the indoor envi-
ronment and provide security services. In traditional security
systems, motion detection or video surveillance technology
can passively track objects without any equipment, but it
requires deployment costs and labor costs. Visible light posi-
tioning technology overcomes the above shortcomings and
can provide free services with lower deployment costs and
better privacy protection [43, 44].

4. Visible Light Applications for Positioning

As mentioned in recent surveys, there are different solutions
for indoor visible light positioning technology. In this sec-
tion, we provide the latest developments in visible light posi-
tioning systems. The visible light positioning system is
usually divided into image processing (camera-based) posi-
tioning systems and signal processing (photodiode-based)
positioning systems.

However, more and more scholars use unmodified light
sources in positioning systems. Therefore, we adopt a new
classification method to summarize the visible light position-
ing system, as shown in Table 2. The visible light positioning
system is divided into modified LEDs, unmodified LEDs, and
sensing and security.

4.1. Modified LEDs. Kuo et al. [45] proposed the Luxapose
visible light positioning system, which used modified LEDs
on the ceiling and smartphone to achieve the positioning.
Each LED transmitted the unique on-off keying (OOK) sig-
nal as the landmark and communication information. At
the receiver, the smartphone adjusted its exposure rate and
sensitivity to remove the background interference of cap-
tured images and uploaded captured images to the cloud
server. The cloud server performed image processing, includ-
ing image binarization, edge extraction, and subimage seg-
mentation to achieve landmark decoding. Finally, the
Luxapose positioning system used the angle of arrival
(AoA) and scale factor algorithm to achieve high-precision
positioning.

Li et al. [46] proposed the Epsilon visible light positioning
system, which used LEDs as anchor points and used the tri-
lateration algorithm to locate light-sensing devices. The Epsi-
lon positioning system adopted binary frequency shift keying
(BFSK) and channel frequency hopping mechanisms to
enable multiple uncoordinated light sources for reliable land-
mark transmission. When light sources captured by the
receiver were insufficient, the system used the user participa-
tion information to solve the stability and accuracy problems.
Experimental results showed that the Epsilon positioning
system could achieve 1.1m positioning accuracy under the
single light source and 0.4m~0.8m positioning accuracy
under multiple light sources.

Wang et al. [47] proposed the lightweight ALS-P visible
light positioning system, which used the ambient light sensor
(ALS) in the smartphone to detect the specific high-
frequency signal transmitted by the LED at the transmitter.
In the ALS-P positioning system, the sampling rate of the
ambient light sensor was low, and the receiver applied the
undersampling principle to mitigate the frequency aliasing
effect. The smartphone sampled the input signal at two dif-
ferent sampling frequencies to distinguish more frequency
information. Meanwhile, the transmitter needed to use the
specific frequency to decrease the harmonic interference
effect. In the decoding process, the ALS-P positioning system
took two decoded frequencies as candidate frequencies and
then checked the distance of the LEDs corresponding to the
candidate frequencies under the world coordinate system. If
the distance between two LEDs was less than the predefined
threshold, the candidate frequencies were selected correctly.
Next, the ALS-P positioning system used the trilateral posi-
tioning algorithm to achieve the positioning.

Liu et al. [48] proposed the DIMLOC visible light posi-
tioning system under smart LEDs. The system transmitter
was composed of smart LEDs, which can emit dimmable
light. During the positioning process, the captured images
occurred the blurring effect due to the brightness change of
the smart LEDs, which caused the receiver decoding failure.

Microcontroller

Encoding/modulation

Light sources

Visible light channel

Receiver

Decoding/demodulation

Positioning algorithm

Positioning

Step 3

Step 1

Step 2

Figure 2: The implementation principle of the visible light
positioning system.
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To deal with the blurring effect, the DIMLOC positioning sys-
tem performed the image processing, including second-order
polynomial fitting, histogram equalization, and Sobel filtering
on captured images, and decoded the landmark information
by setting a reasonable threshold. Finally, the DIMLOC posi-
tioning system used scale factors and visual analysis principles
to achieve indoor high-precision visible light positioning.

4.2. Unmodified LEDs. Yang et al. [49] proposed the PIXEL
visible light positioning system, which did not make any
modification to the ceiling LED. The transmitter modulated
the landmark signal by placing liquid crystal, polarizer, and
disperser in the front of the LED. The PIXEL positioning sys-
tem changed the input voltage of the liquid crystal to control
the light intensity passing through the polarizer and used a
disperser to make each direction have a different dispersion
value, so as to achieve each LED landmark coding. The wear-
able smart devices with the disperser were used to the system

receiver. When the receiver is moving, the receiver received
the polarized light signal with different colors and light inten-
sities and decoded each LED landmark information. Finally,
the PIXEL positioning system used the angle of arrival posi-
tioning algorithm to achieve the positioning.

C. Zhang and X. Zhang [50] proposed the LiTell visible
light positioning system. The system found that each fluores-
cent lamp at the transmitter had a unique characteristic fre-
quency, which could be used as the unique landmark for
the positioning system. The basic frequency of fluorescent
lamps was usually in 40 kHz-60 kHz, and different resonance
frequencies caused each fluorescent lamp to emit the unique
characteristic frequency, which made it possible to achieve
the landmark differentiation. In the positioning process, the
smartphone captured images with the fluorescent lamp, and
then took sampling and amplification mechanism to find
the characteristic frequency of the fluorescent lamp. Finally,
the LiTell positioning system matched the captured
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Figure 3: Positioning algorithms in visible light positioning systems.

Table 2: Classic visible light positioning systems comparison.

System name1
Modified
lights

Using
smartphone

Using
photodiode

Passive
system2 Characteristic method Accuracy Deployment3 Goal

Luxapose Yes Yes No No Scale factor/AoA 40 cm M Positioning

Epsilon No Yes No Yes RSS/trilateral 80 cm L Positioning

Okuli Yes No Yes No Fingerprint/classification 7 cm H Tracking

LiSense No No Yes Yes Reasoning algorithm — H Sensing

PIXEL No Yes No Yes AoA/LM algorithm 30 cm H Positioning

LiTell No Yes No Yes Fingerprint/scale factor 25 cm L Positioning

CeilingSee No No No Yes
Fingerprint/machine

learning
— L Occupancy

Pulsar No Yes Yes Yes Sparse measurement 31 cm M Positioning

NaviLight No Yes No Yes RSS/KNN 35 cm L Positioning

iLAMP No Yes No No Sensor/scale factor 40 cm M Positioning

EyeLight Yes No Yes No
Fingerprint/difference

algorithm
— M Occupancy

RETRO No No Yes No RSS/trilateral 2 cm H Positioning

RainbowLight No Yes No Yes
Polarization/direction

intersection
9.6 cm L Positioning

DIMLOC Yes Yes No No Scale factor/AoA 8 cm M Positioning

FieldLight No No Yes Yes Recursive algorithm 84 cm H Positioning

ALS-P Yes Yes No No
Undersampling/LM

algorithm
25 cm M Positioning

PassiveVLP No No Yes Yes Iterative derivation 5.3 cm H Positioning

LiTag No Yes No Yes Color pattern/geometric 12 cm L Positioning
1The system is arranged in a chronological order. 2Passive systemmeans that the object does not carry any devices, including tags. 3High, medium, and low are
represented by H, M, and L, respectively.
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characteristic frequency with the characteristic frequency in
the database to achieve the smartphone positioning.

Later, C. Zhang and X. Zhang [51] proposed the Pulsar
visible light positioning system. The system found that the
potential characteristic frequency of ceiling LEDs achieved
the landmark differentiation. The receiver used the smart-
phone with the designed dual-photodiode module rather
than the embedded camera to receive the light signal. The
compacted dual-photodiode module could effectively
remove the interference caused by the received signal
strength, while reducing the energy consumption of the
smartphone. The dual-photodiode module had a higher
dynamic range and could capture the characteristic fre-
quency of the LED within a distance of 9m. The Pulsar posi-
tioning system used the sparse photogrammetry mechanism
to analyze the incident angle and triangulated the position
and orientation of the smartphone according to the number
of LEDs. When the landmarks were successfully matching,
the positioning system could achieve high-precision indoor
visible light positioning.

Zhu and Zhang [52] proposed the iLAMP visible light
positioning system. The system used LEDs or fluorescent
lamps as the light source, which did not require any modifica-
tion. The iLAMP positioning system used the different visual
characteristics emitted by each light source to distinguish
landmarks. In the positioning process, the system first needed
to capture benchmark images of all light sources. Then, the
positioning system extracted visual characteristics from
images and registered them in the server database. At the same
time, the positioning system also captured two auxiliary
parameters: color pattern value and visible light intensity ratio.
The iLAMP positioning system transmitted three characteris-
tic vectors to the server for decoding the landmark. Finally, the
iLAMP positioning system used photogrammetry, image
information, and gravity sensor parameter to calculate the
three-dimensional (3D) position of the object.

Zhao et al. [53] proposed the NaviLight visible light posi-
tioning system. The system used light intensity information
as the fingerprint database at the transmitter. Since light
intensity information was used as the fingerprint, the posi-
tioning system did not need to modify the light source, which
decreased the complexity of the system design. However,
compared with the wireless received signal strength indicator
(RSSI), the light intensity information is inferior in terms of
accuracy. The light intensity information was more suscepti-
ble to light interference in the ambient environment and may
include the non-line-of-sight signal transmission. Therefore,
the NaviLight positioning system combined the light inten-
sity information with the user’s walking parameters (inertial
navigation data) to form a two-dimensional vector, which
matched the database to obtain accurate positioning.

Shao et al. [54] proposed the visible light positioning sys-
tem based on the retroreflector. The system designed a
reverse light link channel from the receiver to the light source
at the transmitter and located passive devices through the
retroreflector. In the positioning system, the object changed
the incident light into the reflected light parallel to the inci-
dent light through the retroreflector, and then the reflected
light was received by the photodetector on the ceiling. In

order to distinguish multiple objects, the positioning system
used the liquid crystal display (LCD) to modulate the
reflected light on the front of the retroreflector. When the
object changed the position, the photodetector would receive
different light powers. The positioning system used different
light powers and the trilateral positioning algorithm to posi-
tion the object and provide the real-time tracking solution.

Li et al. [55] proposed the RainbowLight visible light
positioning system. The system could achieve three-
dimensional positioning by using ambient light, and it was
beneficial for positioning device deployment in today’s build-
ings. The RainbowLight positioning system used polarizers
and birefringent materials to design landmark chips. When
ambient light shined on landmark chips, each landmark chip
produced different colors from different directions. The phe-
nomenon was caused by light interference. Furthermore, the
RainbowLight positioning system derived a relationship
model between direction, light interference, and spectrum.
The positioning system calculated the relative direction
between captured image location and the chip by using the
relationship model. Finally, the RainbowLight positioning
system used the direction intersection positioning algorithm
to calculate the smartphone positioning.

Konings et al. [56] proposed the FieldLight visible posi-
tioning system. The system did not need to be equipped with
a light-sensing device on the object to achieve passive posi-
tioning. The FieldLight positioning system used the phenom-
enon of ambient light changes caused by the object
movement to achieve object detection and used a large num-
ber of photodiodes and artificial potential field algorithm to
achieve the object positioning. The system did not need to
modify the existing lighting infrastructure, which decreased
the complexity of the positioning system.

Wang et al. [57] proposed the PassiveVLP positioning
system. The system modified the outer surface of the object
so that the reflected light could provide coded information
with sufficient light intensity to the photodetector. In order
to effectively locate the object in the moving state, the Passi-
veVLP positioning system embedded the barcode-like identi-
fication number on the surface of the object and proposed a
new positioning system framework that decoded these iden-
tification numbers through passive reflection. Experimental
results showed that the PassiveVLP positioning system could
provide high-precision object tracking.

Xie et al. [58] proposed the LiTag passive visible light posi-
tioning system. The system designed the chipless and battery-
less light tag. The tag could display different color patterns
from different viewing directions. When the LiTag positioning
system captured the tag, the receiver used color patterns and
geometric relationships between the camera plane and the
world plane to calculate the tag positioning. Different from
the existing visible positioning systems, the light tag in the
LiTag positioning system did not need to be calibrated, which
greatly decreased the calibration overhead and deployment
cost. The LiTag positioning system could use widely deployed
monitoring equipment to achieve positioning.

4.3. Visible Light Security and Sensing. Zhang et al. [59] pro-
posed the Okuli visible light interaction system. The system
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used near-infrared light emitting diode and two photodiodes
to form a projection device. The projection device could be
used for point tracking of small screens and virtual keyboard
applications. In order to prevent ambient light interference,
the Okuli interaction system designed the simple cancellation
mechanism, which used direct current bias and binary keying
modulation to distinguish between useful signal and noise.
When the user’s finger was placed within the sensing range
of the projection device, the light from the near-infrared
LED was reflected by the finger to two photodiodes as the
receiver, and the receiver used different received signal
strengths between two photodiodes and the predefined fin-
gerprint database to achieve tracking and positioning.

Li et al. [60] proposed the LiSense visible light sensing
system. In the sensing system, a large number of photodiodes
were placed on the ground, and the ceiling used unmodified
light sources. When the object appeared in the sensing range,
the LiSense sensing system designed the algorithm to extract
the shadow in the photodiode array and used the low-
resolution shadow information to continuously reconstruct
the three-dimensional human bone posture. The LiSense
perception system could infer the 3D posture of the human
body in real time at 60 fps. The average angle error in 3D
bone reconstruction was only 10 degrees. The real-time
LiSense sensing system was widely used in wireless networks,
machine vision, and human-computer interaction fields.

Yang et al. [61] proposed the CeilingSee visible sensing
system. The system did not require heavy infrastructure
deployment and could perform the occupancy inference only
through ceiling LEDs. Based on the current LEDs, the Cei-
lingSee sensing system used the photoelectric effect of the
LED to convert the LED as the transmitter to the LED as
the receiver. The LED is the receiver to sense the reflected
light signal caused by the object, which could achieve the
occupancy inference without deploying a large number of
photodiodes. In order to achieve accurate occupancy infer-
ence, the CeilingSee sensing system combined multiple
LED sensing information with the machine learning algo-
rithm for correction. Experiments showed that the CeilingSee
sensing system had a high accuracy occupancy inference.

Nguyen et al. [62] proposed the EyeLight sensing system.
The system used LEDs on the ceiling to sense the occupancy
of indoor objects (occupancy inference). Most visible light sens-
ing systems required lots of photodiodes to be placed on the
ground/wall. The EyeLight sensing system integrated photodi-
odes and LED light sources in a compact circuit board and used
reflected light from the floor to achieve object sensing. In the
sensing process, the system designed the weak signal synchro-
nous detection circuit to distinguish different LEDs. The sensor
readings were classified by tracking algorithm and activity rec-
ognition classifiers. Experiments showed that occupancy infer-
ence and activity classification could reach 93.7% and 93.78%
accuracy for the EyeLight sensing system, respectively.

5. Discussion

The above solutions provide a powerful reference for the
commercial application of visible light positioning systems

[63]. In this section, we discuss the potential problems and
future research trends of visible light positioning technology.

5.1. Open Challenges

5.1.1. NLOS Transmission Problem. In the visible light posi-
tioning system, any object obstructing the line of sight
between the transmitter and the receiver will stop the posi-
tioning system or significantly affect the accuracy of the posi-
tioning system. Although EyeLight [62] uses shadows or
reflected light to solve the NLOS transmission problem, the
positioning accuracy is not as good as under LOS transmis-
sion conditions. It is a challenge for visible light positioning
systems to finding a way to solve the NLOS transmission
problem.

5.1.2. Light Interference Problem. In the channel of the visible
light positioning system, landmarks are transmitted by mul-
tiple different LEDs. When the indoor scene is too small, or
multiple positioning systems exist in the same scene, there
is a problem of light interference between landmarks. The
visible light positioning system needs to study the problem
of interlandmark interference in the system.

5.1.3. Tilt Angle Problem. In the visible light positioning sys-
tem, when the receiver is an image sensor, the system needs
to decode the image to calibrate the object position [64]. If
the smartphone at the receiver is tilted at a large angle, the
current positioning algorithms do not have an effective solu-
tion. The tilt angle may cause system distortion and decrease
the positioning accuracy. Therefore, it is an important prob-
lem for the visible light positioning to study the tilt angle at
the receiver.

5.2. Future Upcoming Technologies

5.2.1. Technology Diversification. The visible light positioning
system that integrates different positioning technologies can
improve the positioning accuracy and robustness of the posi-
tioning system, which is a new trend in future research. Epsi-
lon [46] and NaviLight [53] used inertial sensors to enhance
the positioning accuracy of visible light positioning systems
under sparse light sources. Keskin et al. [65] improved the
robustness of the visible light positioning system by using
the temporary cooperation mechanism (using the informa-
tion from the previous step in the current step) in the moving
state.

5.2.2. Receiver Liberalization. At present, passive visible light
positioning systems have been extensively studied [66].
Although the receiver without any light-sensing devices can
achieve the positioning, it is either the system requires a large
number of photodiodes to be placed in the environment
(LiSense [60], FieldLight [56]) or the object needs to be
labeled (PassiveVLP [57], LiTag [58]). The existing passive
visible light positioning systems have not yet achieved
receiver liberalization. In the future, it will be a meaningful
research direction to construct the low-complexity, low-cost,
passive visible light positioning system.
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6. Conclusion

In this survey, we have provided a relatively understandable
and comprehensive tutorial for indoor visible light applica-
tions, including communication, positioning, and security.
We focus on the overview of visible light positioning system.
At present, the visible light positioning systems use different
light characteristics, such as spatial beams, polarized light,
retroreflectors, light intensity fingerprints, and light shadows
to achieve the landmark transmission and the positioning
algorithm application. In the future, indoor visible light posi-
tioning will integrate different positioning technologies to
achieve low-cost, high-precision, and robust indoor position-
ing and navigation services.
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